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Abstract: NURC in the past years have focused its research on the use of AUV and more 
recently on gliders and is now developing littoral autonomous sensing networks based on 
those sensors to perform missions such as mine warfare, anti-submarine warfare, marine 
mammals risk mitigation and Rapid Environmental Assessment. For the different 
missions, new acoustic sensors, much smaller in size and having lower cost and lower 
power consumption are needed to be developed. The purpose of this paper is to present 
the work NURC started to do in that field since 2007. For example, in August 2007, 
NURC began to design and build a new thin High-frequency (up to 20 kHz) nested towed 
array (31 mm diameter) for ASW purposes. Array data analysis of at sea experiments will 
be shown to demonstrate that both AUV self noise as well as flow noise were not an issue 
whatever the tow speed and did not alter  with the performance of the array. Based on 
those results, NURC decided in 2008 to investigate the use of thinner diameter arrays, 
very thin line arrays, which could be used with small size AUVs and/or gliders as with 
reduced weight and drag. A very thin line 12 mm diameter array prototype has been built 
in order to assess flow noise performance and also for exploring Linear Noise Power 
Averaging as a technique for suppressing flow noise on small diameter towed arrays. 
Then, the paper will describe the current development of a very high frequency (up to 160 
kHz) tetrahedral array for a glider that will allow detection and accurate localization of 
marine mammals. Eventually, the paper will describe the current development and the 
first results of a towed transmitter that will be towed by a NURC AUV to perform both 
bottom characterization and ASW missions. 
 
Keywords: AUV, glider, Acoustics, Transmitter, Receiver, towed array, tetrahedral array 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
NURC in the past years has focused its research on the use of AUV and more recently on 
gliders a nd i s now  de veloping littoral a utonomous s ensing ne tworks ba sed on  t hose 
sensors to perform missions suc h as m ine w arfare, anti-submarine warfare, marine 
mammals ri sk mitigation a nd R apid E nvironmental A ssessment.  For t he di fferent 
missions, new acous tic sensors, much smaller i n size and having lower cos t a nd l ower 
consumption are needed. The purpose of this paper is to present the work NURC started in 
that field in 2007. Both receiving and transmitting systems are described. 

2. ACOUSTIC RECEIVING SYSTEMS FOR AUV/GLIDER 

This s ection w ill pr esent di fferent s ystems a lready de veloped or  unde r de velopment a t 
NURC for acoustic measurements to be performed from both AUV and glider. The first 
paragraph w ill de scribed t wo different d iameters a rrays that ha ve be en de veloped f or 
ASW appl ications w hile the t hird paragraph of  t his s ection w ill pr esent a  ve ry s mall 
acoustic system under development for the detection and more importantly localization of 
marine mammals. 

2.1. 31MM DIAMETER THIN LINE ARRAY (SLITA) 
In August 2007, N URC be gan t o de sign a nd build a  ne w thin di ameter ( 31 mm) High-
frequency (up to 20 kHz) nested towed array for ASW purposes. An Engineering at-sea 
trial of  the  a rray towed by the 21”  OEX-C Explorer AUV was pe rformed be ginning o f 
November 07. The flow noise level of the array while towed and the potential influence of 
the AUV self noise on the acoustic array were also measured. Since that, a new 4 octaves 
31mm array (called BENS) has been recently (beginning 2009) bui lt a t the Centre. This 
array includes as well 3 compass units. 

2.1.1. Specifications 
The SLIm Towed Array SLITA (see  Fig.1) is a towed array derived from the SLIVA 
Vertical Line Array developed at NURC.     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1- SLITA Array deployment and OEX-C 
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It features: 

• 48 hydrophones in total 

• 2 x 32 hydrophones  
o octaves spacing 0.211 and 0.422 m 
o array apertures are named Octave 2 (3550 Hz), and Octave 3 (1780 Hz) 
o cylindrical hydrophones (sensitivity -201 dB ref. to 1 Volt per µPa) 
o total gain 33.8 dB 

 
The analog to digital acquisition board is a General Standards PCI-24DSI32 with 24 bits 
resolution. T he used Benthos A Q-4 hydr ophones ( Sh=-201 dBV re 1 μPa ±1dB) are 
designed to compensate for noise generated from array movement, commonly known as 
acceleration noise. Noise is substantially reduced by symmetrically supporting the active 
element inside the mounting structure.  
 
The mechanical design is shown below on Fig. 2. 

 
Figure 2 -  SLITA array mechanical drawings 

2.1.2. Performance evaluation at sea 
Two trials of the SLITA array have been carried out during November 2007 and February 
2008 in an area in front of the Palmaria Island, in around 30 m water depth. 
 
Mechanical noise considerations 
In order to differentiate between acoustic and non-acoustic noise, e.g., mechanical noise, 
one tool is provided by the wave-number-frequency diagrams (also called k-ω transform). 
These diagrams al low the identification of the speed of the pressure waves measured by 
the array. 
 
Wave-number-frequency diagram s f or r eal da ta do not show  si gnificant ar tifacts w hich 
could be produced by mechanical vibrations or array distortions. Figure 3 shows the k-f 
diagrams obt ained du ring A UV na vigation. T he V -shape i s w ell cha racterized, and the 
array gain is around 30 dB as expected. The residual energy outside the V-area is due to 
sidelobes ef fects ( above r oughly 3500 H z a nd 1750 H z f or M F and L F a perture 
respectively) 
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Figure 3 – k-f diagrams during navigation; duration 4 seconds  
(a) MF aperture, 211 mm, (b) LF aperture 422 mm 

AUV propeller noise 
During t he e xperiment c arried on i n F ebruary 2008, a  t one ge nerated by t he A UV 
propeller can be seen when the AUV was on the surface on the SLITA array. The same 
noise however is not measurable while the AUV is underwater. 
 

 

Figure 4 – Noise comparison between submerged and surface navigation 

Array shape 
An analysis of the array shape during a 90 degrees turn of the AUV was performed using 
acoustic means. It was observed that the  a rray is coming straight behind the AUV after 
less than 80 seconds which is operationally very interesting. 
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2.2. 12MM DIAMETER VERY THIN LINE ARRAY (Micro-SLITA) 
Based on the previous very promising results, NURC decided in 2008 to investigate the 
use of thinner diameter arrays, micro thin line arrays, which could be used with small size 
AUVs and/or gliders as with reduced weight and drag. A very thin line 12 mm diameter 
experimental array has been built in order to assess flow noise performance and also for 
exploring L inear N oise P ower A veraging as a technique f or s uppressing f low noi se on 
small diameter towed arrays. 
 

2.2.1. Specifications 
The pr ototype bui lt i s made of  20  hydr ophones a nd ha s one  de pth s ensor a nd one  t ilt 
sensor. The array total length is 14 m eters. The array has an interface to the SLITA data 
acquisition s ystem. The m icro-SLITA ha s be en de signed to b e t owed f rom t he O EX-C 
explorer.  
 

 
 

Figure 5 – Very thin 12mm diameter Line Array (Micro-SLITA) 

2.2.2. First at-sea results 
The trials consisted of towing from the R/V Leonardo the micro-SLITA at various speeds 
from 3-7 knots along straight paths approximately parallel to the Italian coast adjacent to 
Tellaro, just SE of NURC.  By design unfortunately, the towing cable length was not long 
enough to get rid of the R/V Leonardo noise. This was a limitation that is shown later in 
the data analysis results but this trial served as a first initial test for this array in water. 
 
There were a number of issues that limited the quality of the acoustic data from the micro-
SLITA.  Briefly, these were: 

• As t he t ows pr ogressed, t here w ere m ore dr op-outs, s pikes a nd ot her s ignal 
breakdowns in the hydrophone channels, most likely due to mechanical s tressing 
of the array under tow.  This was particularly noticeable on higher-speed tows. 
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• The R /V Leonardo generates substantial mechanical no ise below 6 kHz, making 
analysis of acoustic data for other sources in this frequency band impossible.   

• At 14 kH z a nd a bove t here are substantial quasi-tonals, appa rently ge nerated 
electronically by the R/V Leonardo.  The lack of phase lag along the array suggests 
that these are injected into the hydrophone data stream via electromagnetic pickup 
rather than by an acoustic propagation path. 

Fig. 6 shows t he cha racteristic R /V L eonardo mechanical acous tic noi se preva lent t o 6 
kHz, the 9 kHz pinger event (about 1/3 of  the way through this record) and the 14 kHz 
R/V Leonardo e lectromagnetic tonal.  T owards the latter part of  the spectrogram one of 
the episodic vortex shedding events can be seen, interpreted as R/V Leonardo hull wake 
turbulence. 
 
 

 
Figure 6.  Broadside beamformed acoustic data from run 4. 

 
The acoustic data were bandpass filtered with an Butterworth IIR filter, passing 6 kHz - 
13.5 kHz with a 1 dB passband ripple and -20 dB stop band ripple, the filter being passed 
twice through t he da ta (once forward a nd once i n r everse) t o obt ain a z ero time-shifted 
output. T ime-frequency t ransients were t hen removed by  a  bi -orthogonal D ebauchies 
QMF wavelet decomposition, thresholded filtering and re-synthesis to suppress the impact 
of noi sy t ransients on t he s ubsequent pr ocessing. H aving f inally obt ained a n a coustic 
dataset c leaned of R /V L eonardo mechanical and  e lectromagnetic noi se and  t ime-
frequency transients, and excluding f aulty channels, it i s possible to examine t he cr oss-
correlation be tween channels to explore i f there are turbulence signals that are advected 
along the array at or near the tow speed. For each separation from the minimum available 
(5 mm) to the maximum (70 mm) all possible pairs of hydrophones were cross-correlated 
and t he a verage no rmalised a mplitude pl otted a s a  f unction of  t emporal and s patial 
separation.  An example output is shown in Fig. 7. 
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The hi gh c ross-correlation coefficients at  n ear zero time l ag are due  to t he propa gating 
acoustic energy received by t he hydrophones.  T hat there are negligible cross-correlation 
amplitudes at lags outside the narrow acoustic propagation angles in space-time indicates 
that there is no discernible passive turbulence signal in this acoustic data.   
 

As a summary of the data analysis, the following things were observed: 

- While the  artefacts due t o the m echanical and  el ectromagnetic no ises f rom R /V 
Leonardo are significant, they are not the only sources of noise in the acoustic data.   

- The tilt and pressure sensors worked well, and the data shows much of interest that 
can be  understood i n terms of  t he t owing e nvironment.  M ost of  t he a coustic 
energy observed in these data is in some way generated by the R/V Leonardo. 

- No apparent turbulence energy is found in the frequency range 6-13.5 kHz.  Below 
this ba nd t he a coustic e nergy i s do minated by R/V L eonardo mechanical noi se.  
Above t his ba nd the hydr ophone da ta i s dom inated by R /V L eonardo 
electromagnetic noise. 

 
An other trial with the micro-SLITA towed from the OEX-C Explorer will be conducted 
in June 2009. 

 

 

 
Figure 7.  Example temporal cross-correlations as a function of linear spatial 

separation for ‘good’ hydrophone channels after data cleaning. 
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2.3. TETRAHEDRAL ARRAY  FOR MARINE MAMMALS “TAMM” 
DETECTION AND LOCALIZATION 

 

2.3.1. Background 
It i s now  widely a ccepted t hat s ound-generating a nthropogenic a ctivities m ay ha ve a  
negative impact on marine live. This impact will not only depend on the type of sound, but 
will also de pend on t he s pecies a nd t heir behavioural activity. E xpected ha zards range 
from te mporal behavioural disruption, ove r pe rmanent di splacement t o pot ential fatal 
stranding. 
 
To mitigate the r isk of  anthropogenic sound, i t i s c ritical not only to uncover the causal 
effects of the sound and to establish criteria for the onset of negative effects, but also to 
develop r isk mitigation methods a imed t o minimize s ound e xposure. A n i mportant 
approach f or t he de velopment of  mitigation measures i s t o de velop t he capa bility to 
monitor for the presence of marine mammals in an area prior to, and during anthropogenic 
activity. 

 
One approach for reducing the risk of exposing cetaceans to unacceptable sound levels is 
to avoid areas with their presence. This strategy would require build up of confidence that, 
with a given probability, no cetacean is within the area that is impacted by a certain sound 
pressure l evel f rom t he sound s ource. For t his i t i s i mportant t o be  a ble t o qua ntify t he 
probability of cetacean presence in a given area. Acoustic detection of cetacean sounds is 
a viable way to detect their presence also at depth and may be an efficient complement to 
visual s ightings of  s urfacing a nimals. W hen integrated in a utonomous s ystems l ike 
buoys/gliders passive acoustic is an efficient alternative to expensive ship based systems. 
The range over which whale sound can be heard is usually greater than the range they can 
be de tected dur ing s urfacing, a nd a coustic d etection r emain e ffective a t ni ght a nd, 
especially using autonomous systems, in poor weather. 
 

2.3.2. Specifications 
The TAMM (Tetrahedral Array for Marine Mam mals) is a se lf-contained unde rwater 
sound r ecording a nd d etecting d evice capable of  a cquiring w ide b andwidth s ound 
continuously, pr ocessing t he s ound, a nd t hen storing e xtracts of  s ound t o non -volatile 
memory. The device can be used as a st and-alone recorder or  with an external GPS and 
radio telemetry as part of a monitoring installation. 
 
The data collected by the TAMM can be offloaded, after the device is recovered, via USB 
to a personal computer. The internal battery in the TAMM is recharged at the same time 
(either from the USB connector at a low rate or from an external power supply at the full 
rate). The amount of time required to offload and recharge the device will depend on use 
but should be less than 5 hours (charging with an external power supply). 
 
The system under design and development will have 4 hydrophone inputs sampled at  
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500 kH z 18 bi t a nd w ill us e hom e-made l ow n oise pr e-amplifiers. Digital c ompasses, 
pressure sensors and temperature sensors will be also included in the TAMM system. A 
TAMM comprises 2 c ircuit boa rds. T he m ain boa rd c ontains a  di gital s ignal pr ocessor 
(DSP), memory, pow er s upply, a nd i nterface circuits. T he s ensor bo ard c ontains a udio 
acquisition circuits and depth and (possibly) orientation sensors. 
 
The de sign w ill l everage on t he r ecent de velopment of  t he N URC CPAM ( Compact 
Passive Acoustic Monitor) as shown on the figure below: 
 

 
 

Figure 8 – Compact Passive Acoustic Monitor (CPAM) tow body and acoustic channel 
electronic noise 

 
This system is equipped with four hydrophones positioned in tetrahedral mode and with 
low pr e-amplifier (< 2 nV/√Hz in the 30 -60 KHz bandwidth) and can be  deployed at a 
depth up to 750 meters and towed up to 5 knots speed. New A/D technology will be used 
within the TAMM to decrease the noise floor in the upper band of the frequency band of 
interest. 

3. ACOUSTIC TRANSMITTING SYSTEM FOR AUV  

In addition to the previously described acoustic receiving systems, NURC has decided in 
late 2008  to develop as well a transmitting sound source to be  t owed by AUV for both 
bottom characterization and ASW missions. 
 
For the bottom characterization mission, the objective is to characterize the geoacoustics 
properties (sound speed, density, at tenuation and stratification) of  t he c lutter f eatures as 
well as t he seabed surrounding the clutter features. Both characterizations are needed for 
sonar pe rformance modelling. T he broadband spherical reflection coefficient contains 
significant information about the seabed geoacoustic properties at spatial scales relevant to 
the clutter problem. The method uses an AUV with a towed source and horizontal array, 
and a m oored vertical array as  a  r eceiver a long previously c onducted t racks u sing a  
boomer s ource. T he bo omer s ource r uns are c onsidered a s “ ground t ruth” to t he AUV 
runs. The method requires CTD and XBT measurements to properly characterize the water 
column. The system described below will be used at-sea in May 2009. 
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3.1. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

 The T Owed S ound S ource f or A uv (TOSSA) i s de scribed on F ig.9 . The transmitter 
bandwidth c overs f rom 800 H z t o 3400 H z a nd i s us ing Ultra M PS transducers. T he 
required bandwidth i s achieved in two separate bands using both the MPS 6-35 and the 
MPS 2-100. The achieved Source levels are given on the figure below.  

 
 

Figure 9 – Acoustic transducers characteristics  

Greater Sound Pressure Level (SPL) (5 to 10 dB more) will be  easily achieved soon in 
changing the amplifier modules. 

  
The power amplifier container is described below: 

 
 

Figure 10 – Acoustic transducers amplifier  
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The mechanical design is shown on Fig. 11. 
 

 
Figure 11 – Towed Sound Source AUV (TOSSA)  

The f ollowing f igure s hows t he tow body  that ha s be en spe cifically de signed f or 
implementing the transducers and providing the best towing capability: 

 

 
 

Figure 12 – OEX-C AUV+ TOSSA 

First at -sea ex periments of  t his system w ere c onducted be ginning of A pril. I t was 
shown that the OEX-C explorer was able to tow the Source at around 2 knots. The at-sea 
behaviour o f t he A UV w as not  af fected at al l by the t owed transmitter. During t he 
experiment, one of the 31mm towed array (BENS) described above were towed also from 
the AUV while attached to the transmitter. 
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Fully monostatic sonar operation on an AUV was fully demonstrated as shown by t he 
beams figure be low. A n e cho r epeater w as us ed t o s imulate a  s ubmarine a nd a c lear 
detection was seen on the processing display. 

 
Figure 13 – OEX-C AUV+ Sound source + echo repeater: beam display from towed array 

4. CONCLUSION 

This pa per has de scribed ve ry pr omising new acous tic equipments developed or unde r 
development at NURC for both Autonomous underwater vehicles and gliders. The results 
obtained so far are very good and open new ways for performing bottom characterization 
anti-submarine warfare and marine mammals risk mitigation. 
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